What Does Human Capital Management Mean to You?

Enter to Win A $50 Giftcard!

1. Create an original “meme” or a “video under 1 minute” illustrating: What does Human Capital Management mean to you?

2. Upload your creation to the social media platform of your choice (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Tik Toc) using #HCMSCOB

3. The meme and short video with the most likes will receive a $50 Amazon giftcard each! Second prize for each category will receive a $35 Amazon giftcard!

For more information contact Dr. Bahar javadizadeh

Bahareh.Javadizadeh@indstate.edu

Rules:

1. Competition is for ISU students only
2. Each student may only do one post for each one of the two categories (meme or video)
3. All posts must contain the student’s printed name
4. Submissions must be original and should not contain profanity.
5. Deadline for submission is Dec. 7th at 5 p.m.